OUR SEVEN
KEY TAKEAWAYS
1 Virtualization is subtler than the common idea of putting “everything in
1.
the Cloud”.
2 It is now about providing new features more cheaply and faster to
2.
increase the pace of innovation.
3 Virtualization will involve a fluid and ever evolving equilibrium between
3.
resources and services in the network (Cloud) and in the Digital Home.
4 Independent software vendors are facilitators in optimizing this
4.
equilibrium resulting in software-driven innovation.
5 The hardware / software split is at the root of virtualization both for
5.
Cloud-based and CPE-based software.
6 So-called “CPE virtualization” is more about “home network
6.
virtualization” than the CPE itself.

7.
7 Hardware device virtualization reduces the complexity of embedded
software and increases flexibility by making feature migration simpler.
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WHAT IS THE QUESTION OF
VIRTUALIZATION FOR OPERATORS?
WOJTEK,
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Staying up to date without breaking the bank is keeping our
operator clients up at night. Virtualization is a modern-day hero

Wojtek is in charge of defining the

that has so much traction as the way forward for the whole

company’s overall technological

end-to-end service infrastructure that decision makers are

strategy and of driving its

legitimately questioning the wisdom of continuing with CPE

innovation and strategic product

strategies. I see our clients asking themselves if it’s now time to

vision to further position

virtualize everything into the network.

SoftAtHome as an industry leader. He is also Deputy
Chairman of the Technical Working Group for the
Home Gateway Initiative, mainly focused on the
Media Gateway and Smart Home projects. Wojtek
has 20+ years experience in the IT industry where

HOW THIS WHITE PAPER
ADDRESSES THAT QUESTION?

he has held various product development and
leadership positions. He specializes in the telecom
area focusing on Operational Support Systems,
Location Based Services infrastructure, convergent
pervasive applications and the Digital Home.
He has a strong multi-cultural business background
- having served for several companies in different
European countries, including France, Poland and
the United Kingdom. Wojtek started his career in
1990 in France as an IT Engineer developing a billing
mediation solution for France Telecom. He then
became the leading director of this multi-year project.
Since the mid-1990s he founded or joined several
start-up companies where he held positions of CTO,
VP Engineering and CEO.
Wojtek holds an MSCS from Polytechnic School & IT
Institute, Poland where he graduated top of this class.

The story begins before Virtualization, when software first separated
from Hardware (HW). For that it first required HW Abstraction,
largely to prevent HW vendors from becoming too dominant. But
complexity and vendor lock-in slow progress.
Virtual Machines (VM) and Containers are key enablers of Network
Function Virtualization or NFV. But, counter-intuitively, these trends
have given the CPE a new lease of life, not least by “Cloudenabling” them. The prospect of OTT players like Google or
Netflix, capturing value from service operators’ markets continues
to create angst throughout our industry. Amazon embodies the
scariest customer-facing OTT proposition, backed by the B2B
AWS services.
In the new paradigm that is emerging, lifecycles are shortened and
the operator can again take overall responsibility.

AN ANSWER TO THE QUESTION?
In the new world of OTT services, TTM is king and software is
queen. The benefits of virtualization (4) have extended to the
home network (2) where they complement CPE development.
Our story ends with the adoption of a software-driven approach
to improve agility, cost and time-to-market. To remain relevant,
together with our operator clients we are adopting new working
practices such as DevOps that require very strong commitment
and enthusiasm from the development teams. We conclude
our story with virtualization also enabling features not otherwise
deployed because of their inherent cost or time-to-market.
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Other benefits of virtualization
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VIRTUALIZATION:
WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT IN THE END?
To be able to tell the story of Virtualization we first need to understand
why and how it came about.
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NFV

HARDWARE
ABSTRACTION

SW

HW

HW

Things seemed simpler until the 1970s when computers

Although the concept of machine abstraction first evolved

were vertically integrated, the same vendor making the

almost half a century ago it didn’t appear in Customer

hardware and creating the software. This was also true of

Premise Equipment (CPE) until the 2000s when we

first generation network equipment in the 1980s and later

developed a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). A HAL

the first decade of digital TV. In the TV market pioneers like

is a software layer that sits between a device’s physical

Open TV initially brought more freedom to operators in the

hardware and the higher-level software that runs on that

mid-1990s with their middleware. That’s when I started

device. It serves several purposes including:

working. Mind you, some modems, routers and gateways
are still vertically integrated, thus granting too much power

•

to the vendor in relation to the operator.

Encapsulating hardware and complexity, insulating
them from higher level processes,

This approach has a few benefits, such as simpler

•

Managing resources more efficiently,

ecosystems and straightforward accountability to a single

•

Enabling portability of software components and

vendor. But I have found these advantages to be outweighed
by disadvantages such as vendor lock-in, cost and inability
to keep up with the pace of innovation.

applications across different hardware platforms,
•

Enabling more competitive hardware sourcing from
multiple vendors and so better cost control.

In 1970, this abstraction was called a Virtual Machine.
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Components can run not only on a single hardware platform

VIRTUAL MACHINES
AND CONTAINERS

SW
1

SW
2

SW
3

VM1

VM2

VM3

but they can be moved and executed on different devices
depending on business needs. For example, in a home
with several video-consuming devices, a Personal Video
Recorder (PVR) function can be moved from the STB to

HW

the HGW. Similarly some software components can also

We’ve all seen software become too monolithic and complex
over time. It then gets less reliable, harder to maintain, more
costly to test, upgrade and often slow to execute. That’s
why independent vendors focussed on splitting software
into components that as far as possible were independent
of each other so that they could be maintained, tested and
upgraded individually. They also needed to offer concurrent
running even on a single hardware platform.
The term Virtual Machine (VM) was coined to describe the
runtime entity nesting a separate software component and
running concurrently with other VMs, on a single hardware
platform. Today, a VM usually includes an entire Operating
System (OS) so VMs enable multiple and different OSs to
run concurrently on a single machine and offer the strongest
level of encapsulation, isolation and security.

be moved from a local home-based device to the Cloud.
For example, a firewall protecting the home network can be
relocated to a Cloud-based commodity server.
Meanwhile the two key ideas of NFV and Software-defined
networking (SDN) evolved in the data communications
arena spurred on by initiatives such as Network Computing
(NC) originally proposed by Oracle in the 1990s. The idea of
NC was essentially to devolve applications to the network,
so that they can be accessed from anywhere. This is now
commonplace, as when we are showing content from our
Dropbox in a friend’s home.
In the rest of this white paper I explain why the home
network already offers an ideal environment to reap the
benefits of a true hardware / software divide that extends the

But there is a complementary and lighter-weight approach
called the software container, where all VMs share a single
common OS kernel. This evolutionary stage is precisely
where the most advanced STBs and HGWs currently
are. They already use containers to separate software
components and the use of fully blown VMs is expected in
the future.

benefits of virtualization to the CPE, utilizing NFV and SDN.
How does Virtualization fit into the picture for
operators?

Hardware virtualization creates a software execution
environment offering several concurrent VMs and/or
containers on a single commodity hardware platform.
Better modularity, reduced testing costs, shorter time-tomarket and higher security or optimized resource utilization
are the resulting benefits. Hardware virtualization techniques

MULTIPLE DEVICES,
LOCAL VS. CLOUD

can be used within CPE as well as in Cloud-based server
SW
1

SW
2

SW
3

SW
4

VM1

VM2

VM3

VM4

HW
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NFV

farms. HAL helps deal with their increasing overall software
complexity and enables new software-based business
models. Features can also migrate from one device to
another so that an operator can, for example, move home
network storage from the STB to the HGW or vice-versa.

But to better understand all these concepts, look at

Hardware virtualization of CPE makes feature migrations

this analogy. Just as shipping containers revolutionized

much simpler and enables better resource optimization.

transport of physical goods by standardizing logistics,

Virtualization has now also become the basis for SDN and

software containers and VMs make relocation of software

NFV. SDN separates the decisions over where traffic is

components much easier.

sent (the control plane) from the underlying infrastructure
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that forwards the underlying IP data packets (the data
plane). The goal of NFV is to decouple associated technical

Virtualization in general refers to the
creation of a virtual, rather than actual,
version of something. In IT it usually
includes virtual computer hardware
platforms, operating systems, storage.

functions, such as routing, firewalling, load balancing,
network address translation (NAT) or domain name service
(DNS), from dedicated hardware-specific appliances so that
they can be run in software on standardized high-volume,
low-cost commoditized hardware platforms. CapEx savings
and more importantly in our view increased agility enable
new services to be brought to market faster because
these can now be implemented just through changes in
the control layer, without touching the underlying network
infrastructure.
When it comes to the digital home, NFV’s decoupling of
network functions enables the local domain and its LAN

VIRTUALIZATION AFFECTS EACH
STAKEHOLDERS DIFFERENTLY

functions to be abstracted and potentially moved to the
cloud. As examples, the NAT, traditionally based on the
HGW, can be provided by a software component in the
Cloud, or a music streaming service based in the Cloud
can be offered to home devices as a standard DLNA
server, even though DLNA is based on LAN protocols.
This is why, at SoftAtHome, we prefer to talk about “home
network virtualization” rather than “CPE virtualization” – the
term often used in the industry to describe this kind of
virtualization.
But Cloud-based resources can be leveraged at the pure
application level too. For example, a parental control filter
running in a normal HGW can request a Cloud server to
assess a URL This highlights how bringing Cloud-based
functions into the home can achieve more than virtualization
per-se (i.e. hardware virtualization or NFV) alone. The real
benefit of virtualization itself is the ability to locate resources
at the right place and adapt to changes. I see the CPE as
becoming “Cloud-enabled”.

I will now look at the roles of Network Operating Companies
(typically Telcos and Cable Operators), pure Cloud
Operators that Telcos are so worried about, Network
equipment providers and CPE hardware vendors.
Network Operating Companies are embracing
virtualization and software-driven business approaches
for many reasons:
•

Improve agility and Time-To-Market for faster innovation,

•

Make infrastructure smarter than a dumb bit-pipe,

•

Hardware commoditization to lower CapEx,

•

Using same hardware for multiple services for lower
energy consumption and greater sustainability,

•

Standardized software environment to avoid vendor
lock-in and encourage new entrants for innovation,

•

Reducing dependence on CPE and associated support
issues,

•

Using virtual set top boxes in connected TV (with
unpredictable negative OpEx impact),

•

Putting as many of the home gateway functions as
possible in the network.

The story of how virtualization has made its way right into the digital home.
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In opposition to this last trend, Cloud Operators such
as the GAFA giants (Google, Apple, Facwhite paper and
Amazon) or Netflix are entering the home environment
with their own devices such as the Google Chromecast

VIRTUALIZATION REACHES INTO
HOME NETWORK

stick, reflecting their large budgets and intent to seize
control of the digital home. The GAFA strategy scares
operators, but is actually quite similar to what they are
doing with respect to virtualization.
Network equipment and home equipment providers

are moving together towards a common strategic vision
where the value they provide comes more and more from
software than hardware. Their offerings now include Cloud
and virtual servers. However they don’t all practice what
they preach and are still seeing the bulk of their revenue
and profit come from hardware based solutions. In the
video space for example, encoder vendors promote their
virtual cloud-based head-end solutions at a corporate
level, yet when you meet salespeople, most will attempt
to sell as many encoding devices as they can because
it is still a faster and simpler sale that is more profitable
for them.
As with most technology advances, Virtualisation
impacts customer support issues.

In a home network environment there is often no clear
“owner” of the complete user experience in a position
to guarantee QoS right to the end device. In particular
the rise of home Wi-Fi means operators often have
limited control over the final wireless link. It is true that
virtualization on its own does little to address the Wi-Fi
domain issue, but can address support of higher-level
functions running on the HGW.
The point is that when these high-level functions are
wholly or partly relocated to the cloud they can be
easier to monitor and maintain since they are now under
central control. I do though see a possible down side
as migration to the cloud can create exposure to single
faults, which can then affect a large number of users
instead of just one.

8
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From the outset in 2008, at SoftAtHome we endeavoured
to let home networks benefit as much as core telecom
infrastructure from virtualization’s underlying separation of
hardware from software. This reduces costs and enhances
agility too. By working with different chipset manufacturers
and hardware vendors we are also giving operators freedom
to choose their own hardware platform, which has always
been our goal. After focusing on HAL to decouple software
from the underlying hardware, we expanded SOP into a
full virtualization platform for the home network capable of
exploiting Cloud-based resources.
We started this in an era where network operators and
pay TV providers alike have been heavily reliant on their
incumbent hardware vendors for maintenance and to stay
competitive. The time taken to enhance devices has often
been a cause of frustration. It can still take some operators
two years for new features to arrive in subscribers’ homes
after they have approved them for development. After
spending hundreds of millions of dollars on device CapEx,
operators have often found themselves incapable of keeping
up with faster moving new entrants, especially after the
dawning of major OTT services from Netflix and Amazon.
As independent software vendors we are addressing this
deficit.
“Virtualization and the Cloud offer us the opportunity
to adapt our way of working, with the objective of
drastically enhancing our TTM (Time To Market) and
reactivity. We can deliver smaller changes more often
in production. To do this we have introduced Agile and
DevOps methodology and mind-set to our teams.”

THIERRY SOUCHE
SENIOR VP ORANGE LABS
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES,
PARIS OPEN STACK SUMMIT

www.softathome.com

The resulting software revolution has now reached the

Although Smart Home concepts have been around for

home to enable greater portability between processes and

years, the time seems right at last for adoption to extend

devices. The software / hardware separation is one of the

beyond geeks. It is no secret that Apple for example is

enablers for operators to adopt a software-driven business

toying with the idea of its Apple TV becoming a service and

approach. It has already become clear that while a few

intelligence hub.

home gateway functions will be relocated to the cloud, the
HGW will continue to be needed as a physical device, as we

Deploying sophisticated resource hungry features such

explain in following chapters.

as Siri-like smart assistants on a STB requires the ability
to leverage both CPE and cloud-based resources. Again

“With the adoption of IPv6 and discussions of
introducing routing in the home, the gateway will
become more complex and important than ever.”

flexibility will be key here and that’s what virtualization is all
about.

MARION DILLON
UNIVERSITY OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE
INTEROPERABILITY LAB.

WILL VIRTUALIZATION IMPLY THE DISAPPEARANCE OF CPE?
ACTUALLY THE ROLE
OF CPE WILL GROW
Virtualization has sometimes wrongly
been understood to imply that the
physical CPE will either cease to exist or
at least diminish greatly in function. In reality
virtualization will not make CPEs such as the HGW or the
STB vanish and there are good reasons to believe their role
will indeed expand. Firstly, long-term economic trends work
in favor of CPE.

COST DECREASE
(ANNUALY) 1999-2013

COMPUTE
-33%

STORAGE
-38%

BANDWIDTH
-27%
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One reason is simply that the cost of CPU and storage

•

pluggable extensions, usually USB-based

decreases faster over time than that of bandwidth. This

•

packet aggregation/disaggregation for hybrid mobile-

means that optimizing system architecture for bandwidth

fixed access

usage is more cost effective than optimizing it for hardware.
Over time, especially for bandwidth-intensive use cases like

All this requires a box, power supply unit, connectors,

video storage, hardware would become more expensive

accelerators, memory and CPU.

since it would fail to exploit the falling ratio between hardware
and bandwidth costs.

There are other specific reasons why the HGW role
will not be diminished in the future:

Also, the number of sensors and amount of data generated
increases faster than bandwidth does. So it is essential

•

available even if the access link is down. Key network

to focus on bandwidth optimization within a distributed

functions such as DHCP server, local DNS server or

architecture that enables some local data processing and

user’s GUI must be present, at least to some extent,

storage.

locally in the HGW. Users expect that they are able

A more distributed architecture, with a significant role for

to access their home printer, NAS or security camera

both HGW and STB, presents other advantages beyond
economy:

Role of HGW providing home LAN which must remain

whatever happens to their Internet access.
•

Avoiding unnecessary reliance on the network for

•

higher overall reliability

•

lower risk of a large-scale reliability disaster

a home-automation solution requiring internet access in

•

smaller incentive (ROI) for hackers – as compared to a

order to open window shutters will not be acceptable.

functions that require no internet access. For example,

New services will require being hosted, at least partially,

centralized system
•

lower risk of a large-scale security breach

•

no requirement for massive amounts of data to be

in the HGW.
•

health or security require high reliability and availability.

moved quickly between data source and processor
•

For example, a presence sensor must be able to

enables real-time actions requiring processing close to

trigger a local alarm horn whether the access link is

the data source
•
•

Autonomy of critical services. Critical services such as

up or down. Again such services will require being

optimal for real time applications that are badly affected

executable, at least partially, in the HGW.

by delay and delay jitter caused by latency in networks

•

End-to-End QoS requirements

reduces a fear of “Big Brother” - sensitive data stored

•

The bandwidth bottleneck is moving from the

and processed in the home for better privacy, which is
why SoftAtHome developed its NAS (Network Attached
Storage) product.

access network to the home network. This requires
local support and optimized heterogeneous home
networking with the HGW at the core.

Some HGW functions can technically be moved to the
Cloud but some essential ones must remain at home for
physical reasons:
•

access network termination (xDSL, PON etc.)

•

home network interfaces, both wired and wireless:
Ethernet
Wi-Fi
LTE
other LAN technologies (PLC, MoCA, …)
Smart Home technologies (Thread, Z-Wave, …)

10
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But as we shall see further on, Virtualization will also help

•

The software on a Smart TV is partially provided by

to “Cloud-enable” devices by moving some features to the

the CE manufacturer and partially by the operator.

cloud or partially so.

Manufacturers typically provide a Smart TV’s main

•

“firmware” or “middleware” while operators provide

At least three core HGW features that could be partially

client applications. Here the responsibility for the device

Cloud-enabled are: DHCP, DNS and some GUIs.
•

functioning properly becomes unclear and can turn into

Four of the core HGW features that could be fully

a source of operational problems. Whose customer

migrated to the cloud are: Routing, NAT, Firewall and

service should be flooded by customer calls when the

UPnP.
Several service providers have extensively evaluated
virtualization of the STB as a software application running in
the TV since 2011 and the results have been disappointing.
There are several specific reasons why the STB
will not be fully virtualized:
•

For premium content that owners still insist be protected
by CAS technologies up to and including the display
device. A physical STB remains the place where the
strongest security can be implemented readily and
remain upgradeable. The success of OTT services like

service is unavailable?
•

Devices that are provided and controlled by operators
enable innovation independently of the pace of CE
innovation. A good recent example is the use of the
more powerful video codecs such as HEVC to reduce
the bandwidth required for content delivery. In a pure
Cloud/Smart TV approach the benefits of such a codec
cannot be obtained if CE devices in the field don’t
support it yet. By contrast, operator-provided devices
can receive HEVC streams and adapt them to the
requirements of the existing TV sets if necessary.

Netflix may change this.
•

The STB enables better Capex and Opex. It can be
upgraded without user involvement for seamless
technological upgrades, with no requirement for
changing the TV set.

•

An operator-managed STB makes it easier to guarantee
Quality of Experience through to the end device.

•

It is easier for operators to support a well-defined STB
rather than many different consumer devices including
TVs. The operator-controlled STB remains the most
effective hub for management of premium content
delivery in the home to connected devices.
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CLOUD-ENABLEMENT OF
CUSTOMER-FACING FEATURES
As discussed above, eliminating the STB is not viable or likely in the short and medium term. However, some of the
STB functions can potentially be relocated to or empowered by the Cloud:

Personal Video
Recorder

Recording and storage functions can be technically implemented in the Cloud. However
country-specific regulation and copyright makes this impossible for now in some regions.
Services such as Start-Over can usually be implemented in the Cloud. However, there are the

Time-Shifting

same legal constraints as for PVR. Limitations are caused by swap from multicast to unicast
delivery (see below)
Rendering can technically be implemented in the Cloud. User actions (performed with the

Graphical User
Interface rendering

remote control) can be sent to the Cloud where the GUI is actually rendered, encoded as
a video stream and sent back, as a unicast flow, to the STB. This approach creates strong
latency constraints, which coupled with the economical and architectural factors presented
above, make its business case challenging except for operators with large fiber rollouts.
Can be dynamically enhanced by the Cloud. This usually involves implementing the GUI in

Graphical User
Interface optimization

HTML served by a Cloud-based HTTP server and rendered by an HTML browser running on
the STB. For performance, this is often implemented with a hybrid approach where the GUI
definition is also stored in STB cache memory and/or the GUI is partially implemented with
technologies other than HTML.

Cloud-based virtualization of STB functions can require
unicast delivery instead of multicast or broadcast. This can
take an unacceptable toll on bandwidth, especially for major
live events such as sports or breaking news. Such events
tend to be watched more frequently than other content on

Number of lines
of code in HGW
[Mlocs]

several devices in parallel in the same household. Access

30

links and the backend infrastructure become overloaded

25

by having to carry several parallel streams of the same live
content. This means the access network and backend

20

have to be over-provisioned to cope with these relatively

15

rare events. We think this is unnecessary and that a more
distributed approach with the HGW providing some caching,

10

time-shifting and multicast-to-unicast mechanisms is much

5

more efficient.
NFV can bring some benefits to CPE even if only a very few
of its current functions migrate to the Cloud. At the same

0

2009

HGW
COMPLEXITY

2012

2015

?

2018

time the number of new services that must be supported, at
least to some extent, by CPE (and especially the HGW) will

SoftAtHome internal study, 2015.

grow in the IoT era and become more complex.
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With this growing complexity the number of possible

NFV alone will not fully address the CPE software complexity

unintended runtime impacts among different parts of the

issue and requires the additional hardware virtualization

CPE software increases:

of the CPE to reduce the cross dependencies. By

•

the probability of software malfunctioning (unintended

exploiting the latest software engineering techniques, CPE

consequence of resource use) increases even without

hardware virtualization will help keep the growing software

any change to the software logic

complexity under control with a greater degree of centralized

software testing becomes harder and more expensive

management.

•

as there are more runtime cross-dependencies
•

Time-To-Market increases with the difficulty of testing.

IS VIRTUALIZATION CRITICAL FOR THE BOTTOM LINE?
The life cycle of telecom equipment

(OpEx) and the Operating Expense Ratio or OER, which

is variable but many of the most

is a measure of the cost to operate a piece of equipment

CapEx intensive resources have

compared to its income. OER is calculated by dividing a

a lifespan of 15 to 20 years. The

resource’s operating expense by its gross operating income.

Nevada department of taxation

Operators under constant scrutiny from stock markets are

stated in an April 2015 ruling that

very keen to improve their OER. Orange’s stated indirect

fibre optic cables installed before 2008

OpEx savings in 2014 of €503m and direct OpEx savings

have a lifespan of 15 years and those

of €204m resulted from better network architecture.

installed after 2008 would be around for at least 20
years, so the financial depreciation for newly‐installed fibre is

In highly competitive markets where subscriber acquisition

20 to 25 years. The same document estimates the class life

and retention costs are relatively fixed, network OpEx often

expectancy for telephone distribution plants at around 20

presents the only substantial opportunity for overall cost

years (ranging from 8 to 28 years). However the computer

reduction.

hardware that underlies much of a telecommunications
network has a shorter lifespan generally well below 10 years.

Virtualization lets operators create software instances of

Virtualization, leveraging commodity computer hardware,

new resources as the need becomes apparent. Being

enables these virtualized network elements to be replaced

able to deploy new instances without yet knowing today

less disruptively and in better financial conditions due to

whether they will succeed is also essential for future-

their shorter pay-back period.

proofing investments. Faster innovation reduces costs by
shortening projects and makes money as services and

As many operators are reinvesting more heavily in their

their revenues come on sooner. These are just some of the

infrastructure, a key lesson from the past decade is to

benefits that virtualization can offer, so let’s look at the rest.

avoid siloed or parallel networks for each service. This is yet
another reason to adopt virtualization, since it future-proofs
resources.
Software brings flexibility and easier management to
operators, providing it is deployed in a modular fashion
as components that can be changed separately from the
hardware. This is directly linked to operational expenditure

The story of how virtualization has made its way right into the digital home.

Performance, efficiency,
flexibility, agility, TTM,
software velocity, lower
CapEx & OpEx, better
ecosystems.
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OTHER BENEFITS OF VIRTUALIZATION
RESOURCE OPTIMIZATION
ALMOST IN REAL-TIME
On top of agility, cost effective resource optimization is a
proven benefit of virtualization in enterprise data centres.
Applied correctly virtualization enables utilization of hardware
resources to be scaled up or down with demand on a
more granular basis, with scope for saving energy by
turning systems off when not in use. Virtualization also
enables workloads to be distributed more efficiently so
as to optimize use of resources, finding the best balance
between CPE and the Cloud. This balancing process used
to take months or even years, but within current NFV and
SDN trials, that cycle has already been reduced to hours
or even minutes. The logical next step is for optimization to
happen in real-time for all resources. In the home this could
mean that if a subscriber was recording content on a PVR
while the hard drive was behaving erratically, the content
could automatically and immediately be diverted to another
device for storage.

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION AND THE
NEW DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLES
A standardized software environment enables third parties
to bring innovation to the table, ensuring that operators
always work with best-of-breed vendors. This is softwaredriven innovation and is a way to future-proof any investment
as resources can be repurposed in the future. Virtualization
enables the new “DevOps” approach that is mixing
and automating the processes of software delivery and
infrastructure change. Ovum, in its January 2015 Market
Opportunity Analysis of NFV, identifies DevOps as a key
driver. It is a significant culture change within organizations
that is sometimes linked to the concept of microservices
that operators like Orange are already putting in place for
their next generation services. Microservices are highly
decoupled and focussed on independent processes that
communicate with each other through standardized APIs.
DevOps and microservices are a new way of building
“continuously deployed” systems.

VELOCITY, VENDOR INDEPENDENCE
AND BETTER ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
TO OPTIMIZE COSTS
Virtualization enables flexibility, since resources can be
swapped around, and also reactivity, because such swapping
can happen quickly. This velocity brought by virtualization
shortens Time to Market (TTM) for CPE features, as new ones
can sometimes be added as software patches more quickly
than by deploying CPE updates.
The removal of vendor lock-in will complement better overall
resource efficiencies to reduce Capex. Standardized, often
simpler, operations can also lead to significant operational
savings. Today, the aim of virtualization is to enable many
users and services to share low cost commodity hardware
and reuse software components in as many places as
possible. In our world of distributed processing across diverse
and complex network infrastructures, it makes it possible to
monitor and control the whole ecosystem remotely.
Within this new development paradigm, the operator takes
greater responsibilities as the overall integrator. However the
DevOps / Microservices approach allows for finer-grained SLA
monitoring so that contractual responsibilities of stakeholders
can be better aligned with real operation ones.

SCALABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY TO RUN
SERVICES IN THE HOME, THE FOG OR
THE CLOUD
A Fog computing setup renders services from the edge of
the network rather than from centralized resources in a datacentre. Proximity to end-users enables local resource pooling
and latency reduction, resulting in superior user experience.
Many industry leaders see the Cloud edge (position 1 in
this diagram) as the optimal place to implement Fog. At
SoftAtHome we advocate the home (position 2) as the best
place to implement virtualized services for the home network.
Deeper distribution reduces risk in case of outage, since in the
event of failure
m o re o p e r a t o r
services can at
least be partially
delivered.
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WHAT IS THE VIRTUALIZATION TIMELINE?
All analysts agree that the tipping
point has arrived and 2017 will go
down as the year when networks start
to be truly virtualized on a grand scale,
with rate of deployment probably reaching a
peak between 2018 and 2020. This can be measured in
various ways. Infonetics has forecast that the amount spent
globally by Telcos on SDN and NFV hardware will rise from
under $500 million in 2013, the last year they have counted,
to over $11 billion in 2018.

NFV combined with SDN and cloud based
services cut cost and time-to-market for
Telcos. All tier 1 operators are active in the
virtualization arena with trials underway.
Deployments will start around 2017 and
smaller operators need to respond.

Virtualization will occur across the whole
end-to-end network and extend to home
CPE such as gateway and STB, but not
lead to their disappearance. Leading
operators such as Orange or Swisscom
have embraced this vision, implementing
a clear hardware-software split on their
HGW, while major chip vendors are
developing CPE SoCs that support
hardware virtualization.
created from the outset in anticipation of the coming industry
transformation associated with virtualization. We are now
involved in major deployments where virtualization is a
key driver, as at Orange and Swisscom where this vision
has been embraced through implementation of the SOP
software on their home gateways.
Looking forward, NFV will enable new home networking

Ovum predicts a similar trajectory even if it is less sanguine
over the pace of change. Ovum expects that revenues in
the NFV market alone will rise quite slowly to $500 million in
2018 but then accelerate rapidly to reach $3.4bn in 2020,
which would make it about the same size as the service
provider IP core router market by then.
There are some interesting nuances in these two studies.
Infonetics expects the value of NFV to reside more in
the virtualized network functions software running the
applications rather than in the orchestration and control,
with the former accounting for as much as 90% of the
whole NFV software segment. Ovum takes a similar line
by predicting that services will be the largest component of
early NFV revenues. Ovum also makes the key point that
virtualization in the early days will be driven by large Telcos.
Smaller operators will need to respond quickly if they are
to remain competitive and will need to seek partners who
can help them virtualize their operations fast with minimal
disruption.
SoftAtHome was created in 2008 to address the emerging
home CPE market through its SOP software, which was
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use-cases, such as the multi-home LAN. However, NFV
alone does not fully address the CPE software complexity
issue. I believe it is hardware virtualization of the CPE
that is the key to turning operator-controlled CPE into an
integral part of the overall software driven, agile architecture.
Software containers are already available and the full-blown
Virtual Machine model will probably be supported by the
next generation of chipsets from about 2018.
This will make the whole ecosystem much more agile and
enable operators to benefit from the DevOps approach to
software development for their CPE and the home network,
for delivery of micro services through continuous innovation.
Virtualization then will extend across the whole infrastructure
over the next few years and will lead to some CPE functions,
including aspects of storage and the UI, being drawn into
the cloud. At the same time though there will be new
services being deployed in the home around the Internet
of Things, which will ensure that the home CPE will retain a
key role in conjunction with the cloud, but with virtualization
yielding a clear hardware-software split on the HGW or STB.
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